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H-CMr
USER MANUAL



Thank you for purchasing a LD Switzerland helmet.

Flight helmet is an essential element to protect pilot and crew members. 
Before your first use, you should read this owner’s manual carefully for 
important information about your new LD Switzerland flight helmet. You 
should also store this manual in a place where you can retrieve it for 
periodic review or if any questions arise. 
You should not use your new LD helmet before you have read and fully You should not use your new LD helmet before you have read and fully 
understand the contents of this manual. Before each flight, you should 
check the condition and the proper functioning of your helmet. Please 
keept this manual close at hand for easy reference.
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1. description

2. helmet sizing
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The H-CMR is an ultra lightweight flight helmet assembly providing head 
protection, noise reduction and clear communication for pilots and crew 
members. It consists of an impact-resistant helmet carbon shell, a dual visor 
assembly, a carbon visor housing (with or without NVG plate) an EPS energy 
absorbing liner, a comfort liner and cheek pads that allow custom-fitting, an 
adjustable chin strap (micro metric / double D rings / Magnetic), 
sound-attenuating earcups and a communications assembly featuring a 
boom-mounted microphone and dual earphones, CEP and auxiliary plugs.boom-mounted microphone and dual earphones, CEP and auxiliary plugs.
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Maxillo face shield
strap attachment

Chin strap - 
fast, double D rings, magnetic

Flexible boom - microphone 

Double visors 

Carbon visor housing 

NVGs mount (optional)

CEP  plug
Auxiliary 3.5  jack

Maxillo faceshield 
brackets

Visors knobs

Visor adjustement

Kevlar/carbon shell

THREE SIZES OF SHELL

The comfort lining is completely 
removable, replaceable and washable.

This table is given as an indication. Each morphology 
requires adjustments .
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4. Locking system

3. wearing your helmet

MICRO METRIC Double rings
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magnetic

The helmet chin strap must be securely fastened and snug under 
your chin and against your throat or the helmet may not stay on 
in an accident. If the helmet does not stay on, serious injury may 
occur.

If you can put the helmet on your head without having to spread 
it out, the helmet is too big. It will not fit you well. 

The best way to put your helmet is to gently pull the chin straps outward, 
put your thumbs inside in contact with the ear cups, spread the helmet 
as you ease it over your head by turning it with a rotational movement 
backward, the edge of the front part located approximately two fingers 
(index + middle finger) above the eyebrows.

The first times, to be sure, move down a visor and check it doesn’t 
touch the nose.



5. visors
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Do not wear a helmet which does not fit right. Failure to follow this 
instruction could lead to serious personal injury.

Proper Fit
Fasten the chin strap under 
your chin so it is snug with 
your mouth closed. Grab the 
helmet with both hands and 
try to move the helmet 
forward and backward and 
from side to side. The helmet 
does not fit right if your skin does not fit right if your skin 
does not move with the liner 
of the helmet.

The H-CMR helmets are equipped with two visors made of 2,2 mm thick 
LexanTM polycarbonate. Both visors move on three positions and their 
movement is individually controlled by the side knobs : the right one for 
outer visor and left one for inner visor. Both visor can be easily replaced.

The visor can easily be aligned 
by vertical movement simply 
loosening of the dedicated screw 
inside the slot, to be then 
tighten when the ideal position 
is found.

Visors are made with 
anti-scratch treatment, no 
visual distortion, with excellent 
light transmittance and 
prismatic power refractive 
resolution.
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1 microphone boom
2 CEP and auxiliary plugs
3 distribution box with coil or straight cord
4 ear cups

Fitting

Since the earcups are small, there is no need to try to fit whole ears 
inside.
The earseals should be compressed without discomfort. Use the 
earcups spacers behind to fit both earcups perfectly. This adjustment 
is mandatory to achieve the best passive noise reduction.

6. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

The helmet is equipped with and innovative communication system as 
each component is individually connected to a control unit by fast-plug 
connectors. This allows a quickly and easily individual replacement of 
each component without requiring technicians intervention or specific 
technical equipment.
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1

2

34

ANR and IP 67 
communication 
systems are 
different
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8. COMFORT LINERS

Washable in water of softness 
of less than 4.0 grains.

Made by hypoallergenic NOMEX fabric 
(flame retardant) it is available in 
different sizes and thicknesses, easily 
replaceable through specific fastening 
inserts and snap buttons.

The shock absorption capability is 
provided by high density (Expanded 
Polystyrene) inner shell and cheek 
pads. These, in particular, are also 
designed to contain and fixing the 
communication system ear cups and 
allow a better and more stable fit of 
the helmet, granting at the same the helmet, granting at the same 
time, a high level of soundproof inside 
the helmet.

7. shock absorption

EARCUP COMPRESSION

Frequently replace the spacers to maintain the best noise 
reduction level and protect your ears.
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8.1 Liners replacement

a - remove

b - put on

rear4 5

4. Start from the neck part and clip the two hooks, then spread the liner 
inside the helmet.
5. Lock the front by clipping the three hooks.

1 2

front

Watch out for radio wires.

8.2 FINAL ADJUSTMENT

In order to have a maximum comfort and  
maximum grip, use the foam kit to 
complete the adjustment.
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1.  Remove cheek liners. 
2. Pull the neck part until unclipping the hooks.
3. Remove the liner toward the front and grab the plastic edge to unclip 
the 3 front hooks.
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It is equipped with a safety strap which keeps it anchored to the helmet 
shell also after releasing. The strap is hooked to a quick release pin fixed 
to the helmet.

It provides a lower face protection against flying debris, wind blast and 
improves the noise cancellation. It attaches to the helmet by a dedicated 
easy-to-use coupling/uncoupling mechanism(1 & 2). 
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9. maxillo face shield

1

2
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10. NVG BINDING
10.1 quick realease ANVIS PLATE

10.2 «close to eyes» system
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11. operationS
11.1 preFLIGHT INSPECTION

1. The helmet, liners and earcup assemblies have been fitted properly.
2. The chinstrap is adjusted properly and the retention assembly is 
attached to the helmet with the screws tightened securely.
3. The visors operate properly and are clean and free of scratches and 
cracks.
4. 4. All communication components have been installed properly and 
the earphones and microphone operate properly.
5. The overall condition of the helmet has been checked for 
serviceability.

11.2 PostfLIght

1. Put the outer and inner visors into the shell, using the control knobs.
2. Place the cord inside the helmet.
3. 3. Attach the retention system.
4. Place the helmet carefully inside the protective bag.
5. Store the set in the place designed for this purpose.
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This attachment system uses a metal plate to which your ANVIS MOUNT 
is permanently attached.

Metal plates with different angles available
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12. CERTIFICATIONS

ADDITIONAL CERTIFICATIONS
- Penetration test (ANSI z90.1-1992)
- Flame resistance (EN 16471 2014 / EN 16473 2014)
- Visors vision (Spherical, astigmatic and prismatic refractive 
powers: EN 166:2002§ 7.1.2.1.)
- Visors resistance (MIL-DTL-43511D§ 3.5.10)

Our Search And Rescue 
version has a true entire 
helmet IP 67 certification 
(Not just speakers and  
microphone).

SAR
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The DOI/USFS standard is the single armonized 
standard for civilian flight helmets and specifies the 
minimum physical, functional, and performance 
requirements on a single document :

- Inspections (MIL-STD-1916 or ANSI/ASQ Z1.4.)
- Labeling (FMVSS No.218 S5.6.1)
- Vision (FMVSS No. 218 S5.4.)
- Weight (AFRL-RH-WP-TR-2008-0096)
- Impact attenuation testing (ambient, cold, heat) (FMVSS No. 218)
- Positional StabilityTesting, Retention System (ASTMF1446 §7.2.1)
- Static Strength Testing, Retention System (ambient, cold, heat) ( - Static Strength Testing, Retention System (ambient, cold, heat) ( 
FMVSS No. 218)
- Heat ExposureTesting ( §3.4.2 of MIL-DTL-847474A)
- Adhesion of Shell Edge CoveringTesting (§3.5.2 and §3.5.3 of 
MIL-H-43925D)
- Sound Attenuation Testing (ANSI/ASA S12.6)
- Communication Equipment Talk-Listen Testing (MIL-DTL-27467B - Communication Equipment Talk-Listen Testing (MIL-DTL-27467B 
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13. life time

14. Periodic checks

year observations date & sign

Y+4

Y+7

Y+10

Y+12

shell :
outer visor :
inner visor :
chin strap :

comfort liner :
cheek pads : 
ear seals :ear seals :

10 years
5 years
5 years
2 years
2 years
2 years
2 years2 years

Frequencies given for 
a normal use and 
depending on article 
status.

All the products in the H-CM line 
have a common logistic line of 
spare parts and accessories to 
reduce maintenance and managing 
costs.
Periodic checks and maintenance Periodic checks and maintenance 
are available and offered 
exclusively by LD Switzerland. 
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Depending on the condition of 
the helmet during the third 
check (Y + 10), its life can be 
extended by another 4 years 
through to a certificate issued 
by Ld. 

LD recommends a check in its maintenance centers every 3 years.
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15. warranty
14

This helmet has been sold free from defects in the material and 
workmanship in their intended use for the period of one year. No other 
warranty, whether expressed or otherwise implied, shall exist in 
connection with the helmet or any sale of use thereof. This warranty 
applies only to the use of the helmet as intended and does not cover any 
misapplication or misuse of said  helmet.
This warranty does not apply to the following :
a) damage to the helmet caused by accident, dropping or abuse in a) damage to the helmet caused by accident, dropping or abuse in 
handling, force majeure or negligent use ;
b) the helmet which may have been subject to unauthorized repair, 
opened, tampered with, taken apart or otherwise modified, including the 
replacement of earphones or microphone not suitable for the helmet  ;
c) the helmet not used in accordance with instructions ;
d) damages exceeding the cost of the helmet ;
e) the finish on any portion of the helmet, such as surface and/or e) the finish on any portion of the helmet, such as surface and/or 
weathering as this is considered normal wear and tear.
Ld switzerland will not liable for incidental or consequential damages. 
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